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The former things, lo! they have come to pass,
And new things I foretell;
Before they spring into being,
I announce them to you.
—Isaiah 42:9.

Read**

Keprinted from the American Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago.

Retrospect
Looking back on a year's activity means a lot;
two years doubles the meaning, while four years
leaves memories indelibly stamped.

<V

'

But one comment we would like to make—one
gleam which may aid some hard-pressed student fol
lowing in our overburdened footsteps. The busier
you are, the happier you are. It's no fun sitting on
the fence twiddling your thumbs. So don't worry if
things begin to pile up; that is both natural and de
sirable.
Speaking only for the editorial "we" part of the
paper (Colleague Bill Becker can have his say in
"One Moment Please"), we want to express our ap
preciation to the members of the P A C I F I C
WEEKLY editorial board, and particularly to the
sometimes-overworked news staff. To their efforts
should go most of the credit for whatever success
the paper has been able to achieve.

Prospect
Looking to the future, we believe the PACIFIC
WEEKLY will continue to make steady progress
under the guiding hands of Editor Janet McGinnis,
into whose control the WEEKLY passes with this
issue.
Whatever changes in form, in size, in content
mav come with the passing years, the purpose will
remain constant. The PACIFIC WEEKLY will
always be a collegiate newspaper striving to "cover
the campus" and serve the Pacific Student Associa
tion in whatever ways open before it.

Wishing
However facetiously we may note that Stock
ton's major need at present is a new College gym,
however lightly we may dismiss the war in Europe,
no one could doubt that the focus of serious thoughts
of the future is war—will we get in it?

year we wish to do a little ju ging—and award our Medal of
Merit to Cathedral In the Sun
by Anne Fisher. We think this
hits an all-time high in sheer en
joyable reading and recommend
it most sincerely for that sum
mer reading you intend to do.
FASCINATING STORY
The story takes place around
Monterey, California, and concerns an Indian family which
lives near San Carlos mission
from the days of the padres to
the present. It is not until one
reads the epilogue that he be
comes . aware that the little
drama played against the back
ground of California history of
which he has been reading is a
true story. Certainly, whether
true or not, it is a fascinating
one.
The entire plot is sheer melo
drama, the kind we used to en
joy hearing as children, but so
well is it told that it makes the
most agreeable adult reading we
have come across in a long time.
We assure you that you cannot
help but get a thrill out of the
story of the padre's violin and
its strange resurrection, the
marriage of Loretta and sailor
Jack, and old Juan's devotion to
the statue of the Virgin he had
carved himself.
SUMMER READING
This is of the stuff of which
California was created. It is
panoramic in scope. We prom
ise you entertainment in good
measure if you add this very
fine historical novel to your sum
mer reading list.
We recommend that you also
add to that list the names of
these books, if you have not
already read them: The Nazarene by Sholem .Asch, Doctor
Addams by Irving Fineman,
The Stargaier by Zsolt de Harsanyi, and Murder Must Adver
tise by Dorothy Sayers.
Goodbye now—and may your
summer be full of enjoyable
reading.

BARGAIN
BASEMENT
Good Comeback

.

"Say here, I found a leaf in
my soup, waiter."
Waiter: "Well, you see, sir,
this restaurant has quite a num
ber of branches."
—Rural Press.

Leaders of the Student Christian Association re
mind us that the annual College communion service
comes this Sunday morning at 8:00 in Dean Farley's Eureka
garden.
"Here's something q u e e r,"
said the dentist, "I just found

i his non-denominational service represents the small flakes of gold on my
spirit of the S.C.A. and bids fair to become a part drill."
of the Pacific tradition. It deserves the interest and "Doc, I think you've struck my
back collar button."
presence of all.

Tremendous Lag
"What we need is not so much technological de
velopment but an increased development in the art
of living. We've made great progress during the
last 40 years in mechanical development, but there's
been a tremendous lag in social development."—Dr.
Marion B. Smith, assistant professor of sociology at
Louisiana State University.

Spiritual
"Education is the leading out of the individual
into an efficient and fully integrated personality,
at home comfortably with himself and with his fel
lows, and in the world in which he lives, equipped
to make a living and to live a life while he makes
his living and en rapport with the ultimate spiritual
realities that lie back of the visible phenomena of
the university."—Boston University's President Dan
iel L. Marsh.
I

—

By the Super Sleuths

And thus another year draws to a close leavim,
its total gain a wealth of new friendships and J*
For our last column of the tinguishable memories ... and as its total loss
*'

No one could deny our right, though many Jingo
istic or Anglophile individuals might criticize our
thoughts, to state our major wish for you.. .May the
American war babies of 1918 never become the un
known soldiers of the new World War!

Don Y Forget

in the mood

WHEN YOU

—College Chronicle.
Jerry—"My grandfather lived
to be nearly ninety years old
and never used glasses."
Ray—"Well, lots of people pre
fer to drink from the bottle."
—Manual Arts.
The pretty drum major wrote
that she had "sinuous" troubles.
It sure seems like that.
—Harper Harp.
Definition: A dancer is a girl
that believes in doing things by
calves.
—Harper Harp.
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ball games in 1941, and with a
The thought of a four-day sen
couple of teams such as Loyola aration
•ation proved to be too m.,^
and Arizona coming up here for some of our Popular mcoCIp£
a change. Sure, the boys will about campus last week-end «if
miss the trips, but they and the finally compensated by having
school will make a lot of new last fling before finals -JpLa
friends—in Stockton.
_
. . . JANE KETMAN and Japv
(2) More showmanship in the FRISHOLTZ who spent thehoh
promotion of all athletic con d a y s a t T a h o e . . . E F F I E p a t
tests. We had a couple of swell DERWOOD and CLEM SWAP
track teams this year, but very GERTY who visited Santa Jv,?'
few in Stockton knew about it. . - . RUTH UDDEN and Bop
Reasons: Bad meet dates and in HENNING spent some
?
sufficient publicity.
La Fiesta . . . BEA McCARL and
The same holds true of basket LES KNOLES drove to YosemS
ball. It wouldn't hurt to Stage . . . JEAN ARNOT who wenTto
a game or two in the Civic Audi the Berkeley home of DOC pttd
torium where you can get a real CELL and MARITBRANDSTAn
crowd—not playing Chico, under to the Burlington home
of
stand — but Santa Clara or St. ETHAN HIGGINS.
Mary's.
We nominate BARRY STFpw
(3) A change in the entire at
mosphere surrounding the ath ENS for the boy who gets around
letic department from one of . . . BETTY VAWTER being ^
latest attraction . . . Looks like
stifling conservatism to an alert
a new romance is budding whern
opportunism.
DICK LOOMIS and ADRUN
We realize that the loss of the SQUIRES
are concerned . . lor
gym is going to force the Col
RAINE DAVIS seems to'be the
lege to continue to play its cards
of AL IRWIN haunting the
close to the chest, but even here cause
S ne
girls' dorm of late . .
is a chance for a wide-awake SONGS IN THE NEWS
philosophy. See what John Lilly,
While most students are chant
a comparative outsider, is doing
for the school in promoting the mg a dirge of finals or a halleluljah for graduation we find
Ambler-Red Men benefit game.
time
to bring up a host of new
If the College had shown a
songs and show just why thev
more liberal attitude before now, are
so very significant ...
this fire would not have been
such a catastrophe. " Hundreds of ITS A WONDERFUL WORLD
... at least Sally Hoge thinks
townsfolk would have stepped
so.
forward with contributions.
ROMANTIC . . . Omega Phi
If a change in personnel will TOO
serenade.
help to clear the athletic atmos
ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE phere, we're all for it.
Roxine Hafele.
(4) Now that the PSA has be
gun to assert itself ($7.50 stu 7:20 IN THE BOOKS . . . don't
forget that dance tonight
dent body card), it should con
THE
WIND AND THE RAIN IN
tinue to exercise greater author
YOUR HAIR ... Sue White
ity over its own affairs and per
A BLUE WORLD . . . Final
haps work toward the establish IT'S
Week.
ment of a REAL graduate man
ager's post (as it has been MA, HE'S MAKING EYES AT
ME . . . Who? Don McKinley'
worked out at Cal.) Perhaps I CONCENTRATE
ON YOU • . .
this is the ultimate solution of
summer vacation.
the athletic problem.
DO I GO FROM YOU?
(5) More thoughtful co-opera WHERE
. . . Stan Vaughan.
tion from the Stockton Board of FAITHFUL
TO YOU . . . Bev
Education, which instead of try
Wright
and
Bob Bastian.
ing to abolish all fees, should THE SKY FELL
DOWN
or
visualize the benefits obtainable
was it the gym?
from a compulsory student body
card for all Jaysee students and
bend every effort toward that PACIFIC WEEKLY
goal, taking it to the State Attor
GREGG PHIFER, Editor
ney if necessary.
Phone 9-9121 or 2-6146
(6) Closer unity between the
Junior and Senior Colleges. The
BILL BECKER, Manager
mutual loss—the gym—may be
Phone 9-9121 or 2-2510
the initial step in closing the rift
<3S§§i§s> 1
which has been widening in the
Published every Friday during
last two years. "The unique ex the College year by the Pacific Stu
dent Association. Entered as sec
periment" may yet be a success, ond
class matter October 24, 1924,
if both will stop trying to play at the Postoffice, Stockton, Califor
nia,
under
Act of March 3, 1879.
the whale to one another's Jonah. Acceptance the
for mailing at special

ONE
MOMENT,
PLEASE

Words, Words, Words—

rate of postage provided for in Sec
tion 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized
October 24, 1924.

Full of sound and fury, signify
ing something, we hope. It's
hard to stop writing for a paper
SUBSCRIPTIONS
that has somehow twisted into
$1.50 A YEAR
your life, even as the school it
For Advertising Rates, Write
serves has. But it's that time. or See Manager.
Our hope on leave-taking is
that you who are left do a better 1939 , S* Member
1940
job with Pacific's problems than
It Can Happen Here . . . we did. Good luck, and God Plssocialed GoBeftiale Pre«
The landlady brought in a bless you!
plateful of extremely thin slices
Editorial Board
of bread and butter, which dis looking for jobs how to write JANET McGINNIS, News
BILL BIDDICK, Editorial
mayed the hungry boarders.
effective letters.
Assistant
"Did you cut this, Mrs.
A little premature, what was
Brown?" asked one.
really needed was a clinic that BETTY DIXON, Society
"Yes," was the stern reply.
taught the writing of effective BOB CONAWAY, Sports
ALICE EUDEBAUGH, Feature
' Ok," went on the boarder, letters home to the folks.
"shuffle and Til deal."
RAY GROSSE, Exchange
How Times Change . . . JERROLD WALKER, Makeup
—College Chronicle.
1892—You dance divinely.
-JESSIE HANNAY, Campus
Letter Clinic
1940—Hot ziggety, ain't you
San Jose State has opened a the cats? You sure can get in TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
DAVE MATTHEWS, Art
letter writing clinic for the pur the groove, pussy foot!
MISS ELEANOR McCANN,
pose of teaching people who are
-Tackle.
Faculty Adviser
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5.00 to 8.50

For Refreshment and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

gftrel@3>o&]

Where Old & New Friends Meet"

COMPLETE and SNAPPY
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
Through Our Capable Campus Representatives

National Towel & Laundry Co.

„„ „

A TTTWTVU"T» -mv» ct — DRY CLEANERS'
LAUNDEBERS
T

«S H. Wilson Way

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
Where the Food Is Always Good"

SLACKS
Gabardines, flannels, Bed
ford cords, cavalry twills.

$5 to $12.50

•IKY Vfk — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOR
THEMSELVES!

Phons <M68S

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE
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THEATRE
AWARD
GIVEN
Award for Outstanding
Player at 'Peer Gynt'
Stockton's annual summer sea
son of drama under the stars
gets under way on June 7 and S
when Pacific Little Theatre pre
sents the famous Ibsen fantasy,
"Peer Gynt," in the beautiful
Outdoor Theatre.
The Outdoor Theatre, construc
ted in 1933, is unique among
open-air auditoriums. It will seat
1356 people, all close to the
stage.
TWENTY-FIRST

"Peer Gynt" will be the twentyfirst play presented there since
the theatre was opened with "A
Midsummer's Night's Dream."
Of the series presented, no
play has been better adapted to
outdoor performance than "Peer
Gynt," a folklore based on leg
ends and superstitions of the
Norwegians.
In the lead role of the highly
imaginative "Peer" is Lucian
Scott, Pacific's first Little The
atre preformer. After his work
in "Peer Gynt," Luke will go
to direct the New Mexico Univer
sity Summer Theatre.
STAR CAST

Lois Wheeler as Aasc, Peer's
mother; Claribel Coffman as Solveig; Dixie Lee Shaw as Ingrid;
Audrey Krasnow as Anitra;
Juanita Daussat as the Woman
in Green have important roles
in the life of Peer Gynt.
Other Little Theatre stars in
this outdoor spectacle include
Jack Holmes, who is in charge
of the dance routine; Reba Sin
clair, Gail Scheere, Glenn Tan
ner, Max Gobel, Carl Gastman,
Robert Laning, Charles Myers
and Margaret Lefever.
VETERAN ACTRESS

This will be the ninth per
formance of Marcia Lou Brown,
eleven year-old daughter of Di
rector DeMarcus Brown. Marcia
Lou, who is valuable to the Little
Theatre for playing roles of
younger people, made her debut
in "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
"Peer Gynt" with its unusually
large cast, employing over fifty
players, features gay dancing
and colorful costuming, music
from the "Peer Gynt Suite," and
the setting of the Outdoor
Theatre.
AWARD GIVEN

rr Friday during
by iht Pacific StaEntered u
- October !t 1®!'
. Stockton. CeljiM-

ft of MsrckUHJ
mailing a* .sJa c,
;rS;id,17. authorized
KIITIONS
A YEAH
sine RsteSi

Member

After the Saturday night per
formance, the F. Melvyn Douglas
award will be presented to the
person who has contributed most
to the Pacific Little Theatre's
concluding season. F. Melvyn
Douglas is an alumnus of the
College of Pacific and is now
principal of the Sacramento High
School. The winner is picked by
a committee of five: the director,
the business manager of the
Little Theatre, a representative
of the faculty, a representative
of the community, and a repre
sentative of the press.
Winners of the award in pre
vious years are Evelyn Barnett,
Robert Eley and Lucian Scott.
CURTAIN!

The regular price schedule
prevails, and season tickets will
be honored. The play begins at
8:30.

ivey tnves
Banquet tor
Freshmen
Blue

Blue Key, the in-the-process-of«
being-organized senior men's hon
or society for student activities,
will hold a banquet for incoming
freshmen during registration
week of next semester.
Eight outstanding juniors to be
selected by Blue Key will sponsor
the banquet.
A program will consist of
speeches by campus celebrities.
Temporary chairman for the
social event is Allen Breed.
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Betrothal of Beverly Catherine
Wright to Robert Owen Bastian
A week-end clouded by the
of Stockton was announced at a
tea given by Miss Wright's moth prospect of approaching finals
er, Mrs. R. R. Veale, at her home promises brief respite this eve
at 1215 Escobar street in Mar ning from 7 to 8:30The oasis in the desert will be
tinez last Sunday afternoon- No
date has been set for the wedding. the Pacific tennis courts. In the
In the evening the news was center of the oasis will be sta
told to a group of family friends tioned Herm Sapiro and his or
chestra affording soothing strains
at a supper party.
Mr. Bastian is the son of Mr. from schooling strains.
Displeasure a t encroaching
and Mrs. R. B. Bastian of Stock
ton, and he is affiliated with stag-lines has motivated the Ex
Omega Phi Alpha fraternity. Committee to issue the call for
no-date, girl-tag dance. The
Bastian graduates from the Col
PSA co-eds have not yet spon
lege of the Pacific next week.
Miss Wright, now associate edi sored a Sadie Hawkins Day, but
tor, steps into the editorship of the hour and a half flurry this
the Naranjado, College of the Pa evening might merit the name of
cific yearbook, which her fiance Sadie Hawkins Jr.
Admittance will be 10c to all
leaves. As a junior this year she
also was a member of the Publi PSA members, and 15c to noncations Committee. She has also members. Such a tariff seemed
been a contributor to the Pacific advisable for securing maximum
Weekly. Her sorority is Mu Zeta revenue and maximum attend
Rho, and she is a member of ance in view of the customarily
Kappa Pi Alpha, honor society deflated June bank balance.
The PSA is sponsoring the
for senior women.
Miss Wright is the daughter of dance, but aU the funds will be
Mrs. Veale and Mr. Vaughan F- contributed to the Refugee Stu
Wright of Albany and the grand dent Fund, which last year's Ex
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Committee established.
«
«
»
Wright, El Cerrito residents. Her
stepfather was the late Sheriff
Veale.
Assisting Mrs. Veale and her
daughter at the tea were another
daughter, Miss Virginia Wright,
also a College of the Pacific stu
dent, and Janice Meese of Mar
tinez.
Tea guests were Misses Audrey
Grady, Jean Morgan, Nancy
It was a telegram and box of
Butcher, Martinez; Junan Bronaich, Meri Wolf, Stockton; Betty candy received at Tau Kappa
Barry, Pal Alto; June Abbott, Kappa Monday evening that an
Brentwood; Ellen Colvan, Sara nounced the engagement of Miss
toga, and Mildred Lagomarsino, Barbara Lennox to Mr. Bob
•
Sutter Creek, all from the Col Clark of Corning.
The bride-elect is the daughter
lege of the Pacific.
Others in attendance were Flor of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Lennox
ence Klaer, Mu Zeta Rho house also of Corning. She attended
mother; Ann Beede, Margaret Corning High" School and will
Jones and Jean Barnett of Mar graduate from Stockton Junior
tinez.
College this month. Miss Len
* * »
nox is also a past Worthy Ad
viser of the Corning Rainbow
SOUTH WAS
assembly.
Mr. Clark is the son of Mr.
BITTER
and Mrs. Roy Clark of Corning
and is attending the California
THEN
Agricultural College at Davis,
He is also a graduate of Corning
(Continued from page 1)
High School and was Master
ehurch in San Jose. Two of Counselor of DeMolay assembly
them, Thomas Laine and John at Corning in 1938.
Owen, were the first in the state
No date has as yet been se
of California to receive a Bache lected for the wedding.
lor of Arts degree from a local
*
*
*
university.

ENGAGED

Two months old the secret was
when Miss Betty Rae Stone told
of her engagement to Mr. Buford
Bush The occasion for the an
nouncement was the family din
ner party at the home of the
bride-elect's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd C. Stone in San Jose.
Places at the table were
marked by small bushes to which
£e bride elect had tied stones.
Thus the news was disclosed.
In addition to the engaged
couple and Mr. and Mra. Stone,
those first hearing the news
were Miss Mary Stone, sister of
the bride-elect; Mrs. Charles
West Stone, her brother, and Mr.
Grant Colliver.
On the following day the an
nouncement was repeated to ap
proximately one hundred and
fifty young people attending the
Proud possessor of * bright Methodist Conference at Mt.
new ring donated by Buford
Bush is BETTY RAE STONE.

Miss Lennox
to Wed
Mr. Clark

I..OTS OF MARYS

Whether in those days "Marys'
were or were not contrary is a
matter of conjecture, but the
fact remains that three out of
the five girls who were gradu
ated were named Mary. It was
an unusual thing for girls of that
time to go to college.
The names of the first stu
dents to graduate, "the pioneers
of Pacific" are as follows: Erneline Brickell, Joseph C. Hamer,
Elijah Hook, Martha J. Hughes,
Thomas H. Laine, Mary B. Mc
Donald, Mary A. Miller, John W.
Owen, Mary E. Smith, and DeWitt Clinton Vestal.
The girls had separate exer
cises from the boys. Miss Miller
was the class valedictorian. She
read her essay, however, as it
was considered too mannish to
"recite" an essay.
'58 FASHIONS
Perhaps you're interested in
what the well-dressed "sweet
girl graduate" wore in 1858. The
gowns, which were all alike,
were made of white tarleton.
The full skirts were trimmed
. around the bottom with four or
Jive rows of blue ribbon.
As early as 1858 there were
bitter feelings between the North
and South. One student refused
to walk under the American flag
to receive his diploma, and con
sequently did not get it until
later.
TYPICAL?
Thomas Laine, the valedicto
rian, later became a famous
lawyer in San Jose. His speech,

Buford Bush
Engagement News

Five Seniors
Feted By
TKK

Tau Kappa Kappa's garden will
be the setting for the annual
senior breakfast given for senior
members of the house by juniors
tomorrow morning.
Seniors to be honored include
Lois Mae Ventre, Alice Hall, Rae
Hungerford, Betty Anne Smith,
and Eleanor Shepard.
Juniors in charge of the break
fast include food, Alice Keehner
Melba Jean Loyd, Lucille Wilson,
and Doris Bowring. In charge
of decorations are Ethel Stark,
Marjorie Sage and Margaret
Garibaldi.
written in the accepted style of
the times, is truly a masterpiece.
In writing of the trials of college
life, he says, "Oft did the murky
clouds of doubt embrace us in
their dark folds.
The grim
visaged demon of despair hov
ered in the gloomy atmosphere
and the death-like flap of his
ebony wings froze the blood. Yet
ever and anon hope, that bright
angel who loves the downcast,
would come with cheering words
and reinvigorate our tired en
ergies."
The graduate of '39 would
translate thus: "We'd get down
in the dumps, and we knew then
that it was time for a Cub-House
coke."

Betty Clarke
to Be Mrs.
Boscacci
Miss Betty Clarke, formerly of
this city now of Los Angeles, an
nounced her engagement to Mr.
Kenneth Boscacci of this place,
at. a tea last Saturday afternoon
at home of Mrs. Charles English,
97 West Adams Street.
Miss Clarke will become Mrs
Boscacci at high noon on July
20, in St. Mary's Church. The
bride-elect is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph William Clarke
of Los Angeles, and granddaugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Hooper
of Stockton. Mr. Kenneth Bos
cacci is the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. P. M. Boscacci of Stock
ton.
At the tea Saturday Miss
Clarke received with Mrs. Clarke
and Mrs. English in a gown of
Scarlett O'Hara design of black
and white seersucker organdy
and she carried a nosegay of red
carnations. Mrs. Clarke wore
gown of dusty rose, Mrs. English
was attired in blue lace.
Four-year-old Kenneth Schroll,
Jr., presented the guests with
white ribboned scrolls bearing
the names of the engaged couple.
Pouring were Mrs. John Doherty of Lodi and Miss Doris Patton, Those who served were
Miss Pat Railsback, Miss Yolanda Craviotto, Miss V i r g i n i a
Clarke, the bride-elect's sister,
and Miss Jean Hooper of San
Leandro, her cousin.
Miss Clarke attended the Col
lege of Pacific, U.C.L.A., and now
enrolled at San Jose State Col
lege, from where her fiance is
to be graduated June 14. Mr.
Boscacci attended Modesto Jr.
College and is a member of Phi
Epsilon Kappa, national honorary
physical education fraternity.
* * •

Art Shown
Tomorrow

Breakfast
Meet for
Mu Phi
Mu Eta Chapter of Mu Phi
Epsilon, national honor sorority,
will hold its annual meeting and
installation of officers for the
new year at a breakfast to be
given Sunday morning, June
ninth, at eight fifteen at the
Hotel Clark. The breakfast in
honor of the senior women will
have Pauline Crawford and
Charlotte Smith as the honorees.
The meeting will feature the re
union of the alumni, and then
officers will be installed.
Melba Jean Lloyd, president;
Jean Arnot, vice-president; Bev
erly Meyer, recording secretary;
Beverly Miller, corresponding
secretary and Alumni secretary;
Alice Keehner, treasurer; Bar
bara Harrison, historian; War
den to be elected; and Miss Nella
Rogers, chaplain.
Retiring officers are: Pauline
Crawford,
president;
Miriam
Burton, vice-president; Frances
Bowerman, recording secretary;
Charlotte Smith, corresponding
secretary and alumni secretary;
Marcella Thorp, treasurer; Vir
ginia Brown, historian; Ardene
Phifer, Warden; and Miss Nella
Rogers, chaplain.
Melba Jean Loyd has been
elected by this chapter of the
sorority to attend the national
convention of Mu Phi Epsilon in
Cincinnati, Ohio, to be held
from June 28 to July 2. This
convention is a bi-annual affair,
and is being held this year in
the city of the founding of the
honor sorority. Mr. W. S. Ster
ling, one of the founders of the
sorority, will be at the conven
tion to greet the delegates.
*

*

*

HOUSEHOLD
ARTS
The Household Arts and Sci
ence Club installed new officers
Monday night, June third, at
eight o'cioek in the lounge in
Weber Hall. The new officers
are: Dorothy McBride, president;
Elizabeth White, vice-president;
Lucille Wilson, secretary-treas
urer; Lula Eby, publicity chair
man; and Annabelle Rossman,
corresponding secretary. Follow
ing the ceremony at which Polly
Parsons, out going president
presided,
refreshments
were
served.

An outdoor art exhibit of stu
dent work from the Senior Col
lege will be hung on the Cub
House walls Friday, June
where student work will be on
sale.
Many will be interested in the
photographic work of Bob Bas
tian.
Beginning Friday, June 14, the
regular spring art exhibit of the
Senior College will be shown in
*
*
*
room 221 of Weber Hall. The
work will cover the entire school Definition
year and represent classes
Colonel Stoopnagle defined
painting, free brush, life draw neck as "stuff that if your girl
ing, lettering and layout, ad doesn't do you'd like to wring
vanced color composition, and her!"
crafts.
- -Dinuba.

Toyon in Santa Cruz County
Both young people have taw
an important part in activbw
the College. Miss Stone **
graduated last June and is was
now
working toward her
degree there. During her
dergraduate days she served a
president of the Associated
en Students and was a memw
of Epsilon Lambda Sigma 7;
rority. She is employed by
City Recreation Department ^
the office of Mr. Bert Swenson
Mr. Bush, a junior student at
Pacific, was formerly preside*
of the Student Christian Assadation and is manager of the pa
cific mimeograph office. He is
active in the Epworth League
and is a high school counselor i»
that group.
San Jose will be the locale for
the wedding on July 25, but. the
new home will be in Stockton

STUDENTS
INVITED
TO MEET
What do you do the Sunday
before finals?
Some people
gather four-leaf clovers, some col.
lect quantities of lucky charms
and still others grimly cross their
fingers. Here's a suggestion for
spending the day wisely.
The second annual Communion
Service of the College of the Pa.
cific will be held next Sunday
morning, June 9, at 8:00 o'clock
in Dean Fred L. Farley's garden
at 217 Knoles Way.
Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president
of the College, will ten the Com
munion story. Mae Weigart, gen
eral chairman of the service, has
said that campus leaders will
take part in serving the Com
munion elements. Music for the
affair will be presented by a
French Horn Quartet Those
playing will be Janet Edinger,
Lois Wittmeier, Don Robinson,
and John McDonald.
This service is the last of re
ligious nature in the school year.
AH students and friends of the
CoHege are invited to attend, as
the service in non-denomina
tional.
*

*

*

Last Meet
This Year
Members of Archania fra
ternity enjoyed a dinner after
the last meeting of the semester
last night.
The members attending were
Bill Hunefeld, Glen West, Joe
Thorton, Ken. Rogers, Ed Foy,
Bob Dewey, Harold Diekmann,
Francis Hellman, Bob Bovey,
William Rempfer, Dwayne Mears,
Bob Conn, Carl Moore, Jere Tilson, Dick Bentley, George Tomasini, John Travaiile, and Fred
Cox.
Pledges Jim Black, Gordon
Bourne, George Cline, A1 Cossett, Ernie Haas, Joe Loftus, Bob
Meyer, Stan St. Peter, Marion
Timm, Glen West, and Eugene
Wilson served on the clean-up
committee.

* »
Seminars

*

A series of two-week seminars
on Mexico is being offered col
lege students for this summer.
The scope of the subjects offered
is varied. For further information
see Mexican Horizons on the bul
letin board.

Oh! Oh! . . . . . .

Barber: "Was your tie
when you came in?"
Victim: "No, it wasn't."
Barber: "Goslc"

red

— College Chronicle.
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Reception
to Follow
Graduation

Pacific graduates, visiting alum
ni, faculty members, and other
friends at a formal reception
Sunday, June 16, in Anderson
Hall following graduation.
A decoration motif of spring
flowers will be effectively carried
out.
In the receiving line will be Dr.
and Mrs. Tully Knoles, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. H. Ritter, Dr. and Mrs.
Fred Farley, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Fenix, Dr. J. William Harris,
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Werner, Dean
and Mrs. J. H. Corson, and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Burns.

SINGER

nondenomini

, Gorton
.,' A1 «*
^oftus. Bob
1
pr Mat**
nd Euge«
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mitt*

CHARLOTTE SMITH, talented
Pacific songstress, was one of
the featured performers on the
Bed Cross Varieties program last
Tuesday.
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Many interesting opinions were
brought forth, as well as nearlyunanimous approval of various
phases of the program. It was
found that students agreed that
a Chapel program was necessary
to the College. This program
should include vocal or instru
mental music, time for silent
meditation, a short Chapel talk
that is directed mediation, and
various alternatives, such as in
terpretative dancing or poetry or
prose read by a leader. The sur
vey also showed that the students
enjoy hearing the A Cappella
choir and organ music.
Included in the survey was the
criticism of past programs and
suggestions for the future. The
chief criticism seems to lie in the
fact that Chapel services are
held in the Auditorium. The ma
jority of the students feel that
Chapel could be improved by be
ing held in a special building.
* * *
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was the engagement of
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bride-to-be is a teacher at
, tnn High School and is the
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Company of 50
OUTDOOR THEATRE
Friday and Saturday
June 7 and 8 — 8:30 p. m.

Every graduating class has
the habit of voting for those
members who are most likely to
succeed, etc. Arizona widened
the scope and included "the regu
lar guys, and gals" throughout
the nation. FDR and the wife
came first in the nation; Loretta Young and Lewis Sinclair
also placed high in the poll.
Along this line the Arizona
Wildcat found that 95 per cent
of those" voted "most likely to
succeed" flopped; 87 per cent of
the campus dudes wore denim
on their filling station jobs; and
the diplomats, 91 per cent of
them, get as high as department
store floorwalkers.
*

*

MAE WEIGART is the retiring
chairman of the S.C.A. Chapel
Committee. The results of hfer
survey are reported in this
issue.
—Photo by Lovett
—Hanson Studio.

Those Finances

MI SST OYD
IS TKK
PREXY
Melba Jean Loyd became the
new Tau Kappa Kappa president
a formal installation services
held last evening by candle light.
Other officers include vice
president, Lois Lasell; recording
secretary, Barbara Lennox; cor
responding secretary, Gloria
Hopps; treasurer, Alice Keehner;
house manager, Rosemary Strad
er; sergeant-at-arms, Ethel Stark;
chaplain, Rae Hungerford; historian, Margaret Garibaldi; re
porter, Margo Mclntyre; and mu
sician, Dixie Butler.
In charge of the installation
service was former president,
Lucille Wilson.
At last week's meeting pledges
were initiated at a formal cere
mony conducted by Lucille Wil
son, president; Melba Jean Loyd,
vice president; and Rosemary
Strader, sergeant-at-arms.
The initiates included Janet Rapaport, Dixie Butler, Myra Lynn,
Louana Siler, Alfaretta Bryson,
Doris Bowring, and Virginia
Doane.
Concluding the initiation re
freshments were served.
• » •

Conservatory
Summer
Courses
Pacific's Conservatory this
summer, although working with
a smaller faculty than during
the regular school year, is of
fering a wide variety of courses
in theory and nearly a full staff
of instructors for applied music.
According to Dean John Gil
christ Elliott, the department ex
pects to take care of many out
side students, particularly draw
ing from the central valley re
gion.
As for the theory classes, they
are scheduled to be taken over
by Professors Wilhelmina Harbert and Robert B. Gordon. Mr.
Gordon will also give private in
struction in wind instruments
and general instrumental tech
niques.
Plans for a number of sum
mer recitals are also included in
the schedule of events. "These
have been ambitious occasions in
the past, for they break down
all old traditions that seem to
have reverted musicians' ambi
tions from practice when really
the summer is the time the most
can be done in the case of most
people," states Dean Elliott. He
further reveals that this is the
main assumption that has
prompted the retaining of a
nearly regular-session private
piano and vocal teaching staff.

Perhaps Pacific is luckier than
it thinks it is. Look at Hawaii
U. with a larger student body,
but worse off than Joe Bum on
the corner. The class coffers
show a deficit of over thirty-six
dollars. Regrettable, but who
wouldn't want to splurge in such
a climate as Hawaii possesses?
No charge for the free ad, Ha
A fielder on University of Okla
waii Chamber of Commerce. I homa's baseball team has not
can feel the California C. of C. made an error in two seasons of
begin to sharpen their icy stares. varsity play.
FOR
DIAMONDS of the Finest
Quality
Priced from $25.00
to $2500.00

GOLDEN STAR

CONVENIENT TERMS

*

J. Glick & Son

In 1890 Coe College students
had to have permission from
the president to leave town for
the weekend.

Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. MAIN ST.

RAVIOLISSPAGHETTI—
FOREIGN
DELICACIES-

AT YOUR SERVICE—
for those Vacation Trips . . .

Gaia-Delyccii

Paul's Associated Service

Visit Our Beautiful
New Store
Free Parking Space

Paul Johnnaber, Prop.

American and Channel
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Ten Seniors
Are Honor
Guests
Ten girls are being feted at a
senior dinner tonight at Epsilon
Lambda Sigma House. The ten
seniors who will be honored, and
bid adieu are: Pat Seaver.
house president; Marguerite Etzel, Jean Morgan, Jean Honsberger, Reba Sinclair, Jean Morrall, LaVerne Lagorio, Jane Jordon, and Joyce Blackmon. The
program for the evening is being
kept a secret but it is the last
program that this group of girls
will participate in. One feature
of the evening will be formal in
stallation of new officers for the
coming semester. President,
Jean A r n o t; Vice-President,
Clairabel Coffmem; Correspond
ing secretary, Betty Fink; Re
cording Secretary, Camille Goff;
Treasurer, Barbara Laddon; Li
brarian-Historian, Merceita Voorhees; Chaplain, Dorris Clifford,
and Sergeant-at-Arms, Barbara
Ferguson.
Mrs. Opal Berg Fenix is to be
a special guest of the evening,
for she is "graduating" this year
also. Other guests will be the
new Patronesses, Mrs. Baker,
Mrs. Weaver, and Mrs. Stabler.
Undergraduates will complete
the list of diners.
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Robert Ross Bayslnger, Olive J .
Bedell.
Peggy Charlotte Bigham, James
E a r l Black Jr., John Francis Blaikie,
Annette Blanchard, Joyce Boege,
Aileen Marion Bolter, Thomas M.
Bolton Jr., Melva Virginia Boone,
Dorothy
Mary
Braghetta,
Marit
Brandstad, Allen Forbes Breed, Maxine Brox, Lillian Margery Buck,
Harriet Arline Budin, Helene Budiselich, Lois Marcia Bugbee.
Jacklyn Burton, Max W. Camp
bell, Elizabeth May Catterall, Albert
W. Chance Jr., Sally Chinchiolo,
Maryrose Chinn, Jack Churchill,
Jerome V. Cicinato, Philip K. Coddington, Everett L. Coil, R. W.
Combellack, Vernez Cook, Helen
Cortelyou, Fred P a r r Cox, Ruth
Caroline Crane.
Loren S. Dahl, Faustino S. Daquiado, Mildred Marie Dargitz, Algyee Ora Davidson, Nathan D. Davies, John S. P. Dean Jr., Abel DeHaan, Robert Addison Dewey, Jean
Doscher, Donald Douglass, Leslie
M. Dow, Edithfern Dunlap, Barbara
Fern Durst, D. Russell EVick, Ed
ward E. Fay Jr., Thomas Ferrari,
Jeanette Evelyn Field, Mildred Mu
riel Field, Beverly Jane Fisher,
D o r o t h y Fitzgerald, Verdienne
Folse, Eva Heilfron Francis. Kathryn Ann Fredericks, Bernard Fredrickson, Fred A. Garrison, Orville
Charles Geoffroy, F l o s s y Lou
George.
Wanda Lillian German, Robert
Louis Ghiorzo, Robert Henry Gifford, Alice J a n e Gipner, Evelyn E.
Gove, Robert James Grady, William
Blaine Greenman, Paul Grenberg,
Carolyn Louise Grubbs, Doris S t a r r
Guernsey, Maryann Guilfoyle, Roxine Katherine Hafele, Dale R. Halbert, Ben A. Hamm, Mervel Hammill.
De E t t e Hamsher, . Lauren Ray
Handley, Jessie Gladys Hannay,
Elizabeath J a n e Harper, Robert W.
Harrison. Gene Hendsoh, Robert
John Henning, Pauline Heston, Lu
cille Jane Hoffman, Golden Hoff,
Claude H. Hogan Jr., Sally Hoge,
Elmer A. Holand, Gloria Lorraine
Hopps, Claudina Ruth Houser, Marjorie Jeanne Hulen, William Hunefeld, Ian L. Hutcheon, Takashi Iota
Inouye, Jack Hanner.
Yaeko Inouye, Margaret Jenkins,
William E. Johnson, Raymond Les
lie Jones Jr., Shigeko Kajita, Joe
Kamatani, Randall M. Kamerer, Ed
mund J . Keilty, Jeanne Keith, Ray-

For Lovely

GRADUATION
GIFTS

Weekly Staff
Dinner Is
Friday
The PACIFIC WEEKLY staff
holds its annual dinner tomor
row night at 6:30 at the Chinese
Kitchen.
Janet McGinnis will be pre
sented to the veterans of the
present staff as the editor for
1940-'41. Gregg Phifer, retiring
editor, will be o f f i c i a l l y
squelched as toastmaster by
Chairman Bill Becker, business
manager of the WEEKLY and
head of the dinner plans.
mond Kelliher, Tomio T. Kenmotsu,
Mary Elizabeth Keiiyon, J a n e Ketman, Lois Hortense Klaas.
Lillian Kowatch, Lucille Kowatch,
Joe Kubota, Barbara Belle Laddon,
Eloise Lambert, Beulahmae Lau
rence, Gloria Irene Lawrence, Bar
bara Louise Lennox, Norma Jean
Lever, Edmund A. Linscheid, James
H. Long, Daniel B. Looney, Edward
William Ludwig, Virginia Lundgren,
William N. Lunt.
James Robert Lyons, John Allen
MacDonald, Almore C. Maier, Jeanne
Marie Marblestone, Norma Marcellin,
Mary Day M a r t i n , Betty Lee
Mathews, Dorothy Dean McBride,
Glen McClure, Marjorie Lucille Mc
Donald, Margo Elizabeth Mclntyre,
'Patricia McNamara, Robert Irving
Meyer, George Campbell Miller, P a 
tricia Anne Mitchell, C. Bruce Moorehead, Kikuko Morita, Victor Myers,
Florence Genevieve Newberry, F r a n 
ces W. Newcomb, William G. Nichley, LaVerne J e a n Nicolas.
G. Marnie Nile, Helen Nittla,
Idella Noteware, J a n e O'Connor.
Ivatliryn lone O'Connor, John R.
Owen, Warne Robert Pahl, Eliza
beth Louise Parker, Ruby Lorraine
Parson, Alice Kathlyn Phelps, Mil
dred Ann Pores, J a n e t Porter, Claire
Margaret P r a t t .
Violet Towle Price. Robert Will
iam Purvis, Winifred Lynne Ran
dall, Robert Lewis Reece, W. H.
Renwick, Mary Vivian Rice, Robert
E. Richards, Harold W. Rimmer,
Jacqueline Ritchie, William Thomas
Robertson, Richard Robinson, Anna
Belle Rossmann.
Alice Frances Rudebaugh, Milton
Menrod Ruhl. Blanche Evelyn Rusk,
Wenona Lvdia Ryder, Stanton Kennard St. Peter, William Richard
Sales, Charlotte Lorraine Schwing,
Audrey Merle Segale, Stanford M.
Shane, Herbert E. Shaw, Robert A.
Shedd, Bonnie Jeanne Smith, Eloise
June Smith. Gerald Smith, S. Rhys
Smith, William B. Spurlin, Phyllis
Stabler, Caswell Miles Stockard,
Tom L. Stockwell.
Rosemary Strader, Keiko Takei,
Charles Frederick Tarbox, Deane S.
Terry Jr., Omer Thompson, Joseph
Wesley Thornton, Toshiye Tomita,
losephFfaroldTorp^HarryTovani,

HERRMANN'S
ICE CREAM
For Graduation Parties
and Receptions

COME TO

Chas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS

SCHOOL AGAIN!
FALL PROGRAM
IS PLANNED

Naranjados
Come Out
Next Week
Watch Bengal Daily
for Exact Day
At least six hundred and fifty
lucky holders of Naranjado re
ceipts will receive their yearbooks
next week.
WATCH BULLETIN
As the date of their coming out
has not been announced, students
are asked to watch the Bengal
Daily Bulletin for further an
nouncements.
From reports received from the

staff, this year's Naranjado prom
ises to show much improvement
over that of last year.
STAFF
The staff of the year book in
cluded editor, Bob Bastian; assist
ant editor, Beverley Wright; busi
ness manager, Bill Workman; J.
C. editor, Bonnie Smith; sales
manager, Margo Mclntyre; assist
ant advertising managers, Tom
Bowe and Harriet Davidson, and
secretary to business manager
was Flossy Lou George.
Beth Townsend, Wilfred Traphagen
Jr.. H a r r y Clyde Tremain J r .
Rosalee Trevorrow, Elsie E r u k o
Tsutsui, Bernis Claire Tuttle, R u t h
Cdden,
Marcello
Umipeg,
Hazel
Joan Utz, Fred S. Van Dyke, Jim
C. Van Dyke, Douglass S. Vieira,
Merceita Marie Voorhees, B. C. W a l 
ters. Clinton E\ Ward, Adelaide
Carla Weinstein.
Delbert Wheeler, Donald V. W h i t son, Jean Allison Weiberts, Clair
V Wilbur Jr., Dois Williams, Mary
Wolf, George Buck Wong, Robert
D. Wong, Robertta Young, Denise
Zapherson.
IN FEHRUARY
February graduates include Graydon Lee Andrews, Charles W. Brock
Jr., H. Kendall Brown, Muriel Estelle
Brown, Richard C. Collet, Denore
May Cottrell, Roger G % Cross, Robert
Gerald Downs, H a r r i s Fine, Frances
Fisher, Barbara Foster, George M.
Fowler, Bessie J e a n e t t e F r a s e r .
Eugene B. Freer, Herschel G. F r y e
Jr., Henrietta Graham,
Norma
Jeanne Guthrey, Roy G. Haney, Mar
g a r e t Jessup Hanson, Margaret S.
Harmon, Armgard Heimann, Hugh
V. Hutchins, Virginia Inouye, Albert
M. Irwin, Henry Nobukazu Iwana,
Eric C. Jacobsen.
Walter Kenton Kelly, Bonnijean
Kraft, Margaret L. Lee, Howard C.
Lewis. Emyrs Lloyd, E a r l Longacre
Jr., Vivienne Manary, Dick Zenichi
Masuda. Elizabeth Marie Meikle,
Wardell Piccardo, Stanley E. R u t h 
erford.
Vernon Schmidt, Emil Seifert Jr.,
Morrison G. Thatcher, Duane Vance,
Robert W. Voth, Lucille K a t h r y n
Wilson, Elizabeth W. Wood.

Administration Jumps the Gun and Plans
Our Fall Program Before Our Needed Rest
Registration, in the College of the Pacific for the

fall

4-^v "11 nnnr* .

—.

—

^

pleted from 8 a. m. to 12 noon,^
1 the year 1940-1941.
and from 1 P- m. to 5 p-

Classes will begin on Tuesday,
September 10, at 8 a. m.
September 14, Saturday, will
be the last day on which appli
cations for degrees, Master of
Arts and Master of Music, to be
conferred in June, 1941, may be
filed with the secretary of the
graduate council.
MAKE-UP OR FAIL!
Tuesday, September 24, 5 p. m.,
is the last day on which condi
tions incurred in the spring se
mester of 1939-1940 and in the
1940 Summer Session may be re
moved, to receive a subscript
grade. For further information
see the College of the Pacific
bulletin for 1940-41.
Tuesday, September 24, 5 p. m.,
is also the date at which con
ditions incurred in the spring se
mester of 1938-1939 and in the
1939 Summer Session, not re
moved by this time, may become
failures.
Tuesday, October 1, 5 p. m., is
the last day on which applica
tions for degrees, Bachelor of
Arts and Bachelor of Music, to
be conferred during 1940-1941
may be filed with the registrar.
FILE FOR CREDENTIALS
Tuesday, October 1, 5 p. m, is
the last day for filing with the
office of the registrar applica
tions in candidacy for teaching
credentials to be granted during

PAUL H. LE0NHARD
PSA MEMBER
Independent Agent
All Makes of Radios
Radio Players, Records
DISCOUNT TO PSA-ERS
PHONE 2-0230

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
—A REAL TREAT

COMPLETE and SNAPPY
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service

WHITE
DRESSES
New

Through Our Capable Campus Representatives
TRY US — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOR
THEMSELVES!

*6 9 5

and $

CLEANERS

27, at 12.30 p. m., and end on
Monday, December 2, 8 a. m
Candidates for degrees, Master
of Arts and Master of Muskmust file the titles, general out
lines, and bibliographfes*^ofiwl
with committee chairmen hv
y
Monday, December 2.
Christmas vacation win becin
011 D,eFe™ber 17' 9 p-

Dress Up Your Room—

New Washable Crepes

on Monday, January 6 IQ41
8 a. m.
' 941The week of January 27-31 wni
Uonf

aSidS

f°r

fina"

™naU

J.-C.'s REGISTER
The Junior College will begin
registration on September 3 Thi
same holidays will be observed
sn Stockton Junior College ac
the College of the Pacific

BURNHAM

SMART MISSES
STYLES--

BROS. 1

LARGE DISPLAY OF DRAPES,
FLOOR COVERINGS AND FURNITURE

THURS. — FRI. _ SAT.

"MY SON, MY SON"
BRIAN AHERNE
MADELEINE CARROL

"YOU CAN'T FOOL
YOUR WIFE"
Lucille Hall—James Ellison

sierra
T H E A T R E SJgifi?S'-tTVS
1—Starts

Today—

DEANNA DURBIN

"It's a Date"
"Call a
Messenger"
—With—

The Dead End Kids

417-21 E. Weber Ave.

COMPLETE and SNAPPY

THE CUB HOUSE

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service

Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

TRY US! — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOR
THEMSELVES!

Where Old & New Friends Meet"

Through Our Capable Campus Representatives

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
Where the Food Is Always Good"
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for Graduation!
A Fine Watch From

KING'S
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Hamilton, Elgin, Walt ham,
Gruen
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Hosiery, Llnge,

E. BILLETER

Joel McCrea - Nancy Kelley
Sat. - Sun. - Mon.

"Northwest
Passage"
"My Little
Chickadee"

SLACKS
Gabardines, flannels, Bed
ford cords, cavalry twills.

$5 to $12.50

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

National Tawel&Layndrv Co.

SM
V Wilson
X.711
W5 N.
Way
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FOR SMART CC
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Mae West - W. C. Fields

For Refreshment and Fellowship
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Tuesday, October 1, 5 n m •
the last day to file petitions' to
Qiin courses
nnnrcoo to study .lists
.
° 10
add
Tuesday, October 15, 5 n m •
« 1-rbF
-L_
U- in.,
the last day to petition to witk
draw from courses.
Tuesday, October 22, 5 n m ie last day for any tuition
funds on withdrawn courses
November 11, Armistice n,
Da>'.
will be a holiday.
HALF-DAY VACATION
Thanksgiving vacation wn.

National Towel & Laundry Co.

LAUNDERERS — DRY
925 N. WUson Way

c^° 0*
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—And—

Just Arrived!

r

day.
On the following Monday registration will be com

"Where the Food Is Always Good"

FROSTED MALTS
MILKSHAKES

« pr>

semester will begin on Saturday, September 7. Registr7
tions will be carried on from 8 a. m. to 12 noon on that

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

2430 PACIFIC AVE.
DIAL 2 9179

524 E. Main St.
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•YOU CAN'T FOOL
YOUR WIFE'

UTY EDUCATION

bj0l»sy-

Conducted by Mrs.
&!!na Baumgardner, the subject
Kened for teachers in order
* they may learn methods of
ting safety education in pub-

tfS'umgardner is a memd the faculty of Tracy High
Ll and is director of safety
Jcation for San
Joaquin
She is a graduate of
College of the Pacific with a
Iter of Arts degree.
MJNSELING
Dean James Corson will conct a course on guidance and
iiinseling for teachers in service
reparing to be counselors. This
Jse was given for the first
me in last year's summer seson.
,
.
Designed for persons who in1(nj to teach and direct adult
classes in public schools, Adult
Education will be presented by
Dr. G. A. Werner, dean of the
slimmer session.
PSYCHOLOGY
In the field of psychology Dr.
Josephine Smith of the Stockton
junior College will offer courses
n general psychology and child
psychology which will be open
io" all persons interested. The
purse will be of special value to

For Graduation!

DEANNA DURBIN

A Fine Watch From

"It's a Date"

KING'S

'

"Call a
Messenger"
—With—

2047 PACIFIC AVE.
Hamilton, Elgin, Waltham,
Gruen

NEW STYLES $19.75 UP

l"hc Dead End Kids

335sa
Thurn- •

"DAYS OF
ESSE JAMES
|{4>) Bo**™

t e Married His
Wife"

may

FREE DINNER

registers t0

automobile and boat to ®

W
t0 takG Part' aS are all
Sra
extra curricular activities
sponsored during the session

STARTS AUGUST 5
istration will take place in
th^f
the class room of the new dormi
tory, Monday morning, August 5,
and class work will begin the
same day.
Reasonable rates for room and
board at the dormitory, duplex
cottages, housekeeping cottages
or camp sites will be charged. A
five-dollar deposit, payable to

Robert E- Burns
and
and cl
Charies
E
Warmerj
Inc., is printed as a public
CIFIC f®ature by the PA
CIFIC WEEKLY. Monev

WEEKLYhem„inbeCUre °f the
^
Promptly

urned over—unless the ed-

In addition to these advantages
livirfiUmni memborshiP, alumni
vmg mear the college may take
advantage of reduced rates on
season tickets to athletic events
the swimming pool, and the Pa
cific Little Theatre. Alumni liv
ing in other sections will have
Administration, Zephyr Point the opportunity to attend alumni
should accompany the reserva colleges.

tion, the balance of which will be PRICES DOWN
paid the first day of the session. See Robert Burns, alumni sec

GLAD TIDINGS
BY MAIL
Attention, students in the
Stockton Junior College!
To those who leave a selfaddressed, stamped envelope
in the Junior College office,
grades will be mailed as
soon as they are tabulated.
Those who do not desire to
leave such an envelope may
call at the office in person.
credential candidates.
Dr. J. W. Harris, as Dean of
Education, will offer either a
history of American education,
or secondary school curriculum
according to demand. Educa
tional psychology and a seminar
will also be conducted by Dr.
Harris.

MRS. HOLMAN'S

Variety Show Features
Array of COP Talent

cSSS Sfif "ufcnls!

retary, or Charles E. Warmer,
director of the Alumni Living
Endowment before leaving the
campus. Payment may be de
ferred if
necessary.
Prices
have been reduced to $2.00.

Although final results of the
ticket sales to the Red Cross Va
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Werner
riety show are not yet available,
have
been chosen directors of
it is quite certain that they will
the fourth summer tour t®
exceed thirty dollars.
Mexico. Dr. and Mrs. Werner
TALENT PARADE
have lived among Latin Ameri
The program was held in place can people and have traveled
of the regular chapel period last extensively on three continents
Tuesday. Allen Breed "m.c.'d"
the show which contained ten en both independently and in charge
tertainment features. Composing of parties. They will be as
this array of Pacific and Jaysee sisted by Miss E. Grace Ward,
talent was Lucian Scott, Charley chairman of the department of
M o k i a o , D r . E i s e l e n , R a l p h graphic arts of the College of
Wright, Charlotte Smith, Mary Pacific.
Joyce Whitlock, Herm Sapiro, BY RAILROAD
The twenty-three day tour will
Norman Lamb, and the A Cappella Choir.
travel by way of the Southern
Co-chairman for the student Pacific Railway and National
drive on the campus were Allen Railways of Mexico. The party
Breed and Bill Biddick. Assist- will leave here July 28 and will
ing as committee members were return August 19.
Jean Fergusson, Jean Strong,
Those who desire to secure
Joyce Wiggins, Stan Vaughan, College credits toward creden
Doug Powell, Claude Plogan, Mar tials or degrees may secure two
tin Pulich, and Ernie Atkinson. or four units at post session
ADD FUNDS
rates.
Funds realized from this stu
Lectures and discussions are
dent program will be added to conducted en route in which all
faculty contributions collected un interested are invited to partici
der the chairmanship of "Doc" pate. Although it is not neces
Breeden.
sary to register for courses in
order to become a member of
tour, those wishing credit
P L A N S F O R the
may have it.
COSTS
NEW GYM
Trains will leave from and re
Negotiations for the con turn to Stockton, Sacramento,
struction of a new gymnasium San Francisco, and Los Angeles.
are under way, Comptroller O. A tour price which includes rail
H. Hitter announced yesterday. road fare, standard Pullman ac
Plans being incomplete, the commodations, all meals, except
contract for the work lias not those aboard trains, first class
been let, but some provision hotel accommodations, transfer
will be made for physical edu from and to hotels and railroad
cation classes by the start of
the fall semester.
(Continued on page 9, column 2)

FRIDAY and SATURDAY are the Last
2 Days of
/

SM i t h &LANo.
.
~*LAatul. 3-5 8* I-

GREAT JUNE SALE
You'll find great values in all departments similar to
these:

1003 Pacific Avenue
OPEN ALL NIGHT

PLATE LUNCHES
DONUTS
SANDWICHES
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

I

McCallum Pure Silk Hose

\

]

2- and 3-thread weights in 4 popular colors. Reg-

ularly 1.00 pair.

FOR SMART CO-EDS . . .

June Sale Price

CLAR-ELISE
DRESS SHOP

79c

pair
2 pair for 1.50

McCallum 51 Guage Hose

SPORT — AFTERNOON — EVENING

Hosiery, Lingerie, Accessories

CLARA E. BILLETER

Dr. Werner Heads
Fourth Tour to
Mexico- July 28

Crepe twist silk stockings.

2051 PACIFIC AVE.

Regularly 1.35 pair.

June Sale Price

1.09

pair
2 pair for 2.10

. N«n«y

I MrC

Mat. • *an"

>lon-

Northwest
Passage yo«nf
Robert

OOLDEN WEST Inc.
UUHD£RERS*CLEAHERS
501 North Sierra Nevada Street

TfJ

"My

Little.

Chicke.df,

"i

Cost of Membership
ls Down to $2.00

MucattaJ h£

f tv Education will be a new historic places are open to ah
Safely ^ summer session

d

Start® Today—

II

ALUMNI

a

ducation and administra- dents

HE AT RE Ko»?cr,^;

— And—
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Pacific Is MEXICAN
Helping
TOUR IS
Red Cross PLANNED

tiara»'
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THIS IS BUSTER

COLLEGIANA
By RAY GROSSE

NORM LAMB
APPOINTED
CHAIRMAN
Lamb Heads Student
Affairs Committee
for Next Year

The So and So . . .

You seldorrr read about people
attaining their dreams, but one
San Jose State police school
member wanted to go to sea for
the last three years. He finally
got on board a ship bound for
Australia. No, he wasn't hired
as an officer; he went along as
the head tailor. He'll see a lot
of the world through the eye of
a needle!

5

Nichols1

hi

Class m
Recital

P A

Students Interpret
Semester's Study

QUALIFIED CHAIRMAN

Norman Lamb, a senior next
year, has been very active in
campus affairs during his three
years here as a student, and he is
qualified for making a very ef
ficient chairman. When he was
a sophomore he was president of
Alpha Gamma Sigma, the Junior
College honor society. This year
he was chairman of the Mardi
Gras, which proved to be one of
Pacific's most successful social
fetes. He has also been active
in the Conservatory activities.
The Student Affairs Commit
tee is made up of students who
have participated in campus ac
tivities in the past. Its aim is to
promote the general welfare of
the students and faculty members
and to deal with all moral regula
tions.

Interpreting
try, and plays.

U
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Above is the vehicle "enjoyed" by JESSIE HANNAY,
Living refutations of the defi campus editor of the PACIFIC WEEKLY. His name is
were the climax to a ®elecUons
nition that an insect must have Bust-er, and he tries to do it daily.
work under the su^.^r's
Prof. Nichols. Thf 1S10tl o
six legs is the colony of eight—Photo by Woodruff
were personally chL, S^ecti«to
legged flies recently found at
y
en by J
students.
t
San Jose State. Mutations of
The
program
contain
the vinegar fly, the new freaks
thing from the works 5^have two extra legs where the
amodern satire on the
°e to
antenna should be.
Maybe
The general purpose 0& V
they're too lazy to turn over and
1 get the
1 lbe cu„
^ to get
the meaning anrt
.walk on the ceiling.
pretation of the play or mtofBy
JESSIE
HANNAY
PARTICIPANTS
P°EM.
Descriptions . . . .
A few exercise-loving individuals use bicycles as their
San Francisco J. C. students
will have their descriptions on favorite mode of transportation. The less-ambitious pa
their student body cards next tronize street-car or taxi utilities. Those more fortunate
semester. The object is to pre arrive in luxury, via the latest automobiles, radios and
Mr. Nichols has
vent transferring. Descriptions all.
another section of his^that
For exercise, one can expand#
will consist of the bearer's
present a similar varietur wiI1
height, weight, age and coloring. just as much energy bumping blem on one side. On the other OTHER MEMBERS
on
Tuesday evening
along Pacific Avenue behind the is a ragged sticker, "I've en
Next year's committee will
Week
Next Year
steering wheel of one of those listed." Question: What in?
consist of Chairman Lamb, Lois at 6:15 in the S. C A p ,,
With the feminine gender In tumbled-down remnants of an
expected to PnartLThen there is Walt Fellers' big Bugbee, Melba Jean Loyd, who Those
are
Clifford. O'Pnr—
- UciMte
„
the driver's seat this fall, readers tiquity, the "jaloppy."
O'Connor, Dahi
p ar
black Cadillac, the spirit of '24, assisted with the Mardi Gras; Joe Clifford,
of C. O. P. publications may ex NO JALOPPY!
Holton,
George,
with eight-cylinders. In early Kegler, debater and next year's
Take the Hannay vintage of life, "The Cad" was a huge, president of Alpha Gamma Sig sey. Admission is free
pect almost anything, which is
to
lree to students
'23
(Slogan:
Still
going
in
'53!),
just about what they got this
t h r e e - s e a t e d , l u x u r i o u s c l o s e d ma; Tom Ferrari, and Claude and public.
Buick, which wins even car. After an encounter with a Hogan, debator and present presi
year. The Sacramento J. C.
Pony Express just sponsored its the laurels as the oldest con tree, this museum-piece is thor dent of Alpha Gamma Sigma.
men to become oriented to th
first fashion show complete with traption on the campus. "Buster" oughly air-conditioned. A cou
Chairman Lamb and his com various organizations open
is
his
name—a
sturdy
fellow,
neat
a special edition for the occasion.
ple of spare gears enable it to mittee intend to work out a plan them; such as debate and ath°
The men came in for some pub in appearance and rather young climb any hill.
for aiding the incoming freshlicity as well as some panning. for his age. Oh yes, Buster is BIG ENOUGH
one
of
those
oomph-cars
with
Why is it the men always get
Fellers' bus is almost large
panned when it comes to fash personality-plus (plus profile)— enough
to transport the whole
plenty "smooth" if there are no
ion?
Pacific Co-op. It runs nearly ten
bumps.
Seeking a college education miles to each gallon of gas. Walt
Yum! Yum! .....
The cost of living sure gets a Buster already has his degree never bothers to lock "The Cad,"
beating in the Orient. Think of from the University of Car- for apparent reasons.
Bob Adamina also possesses a
eating strawberry shortcake ofonia, or the College of Hard
sawed-off
1924 utility car, the
Knocks,
and
now,
at
the
age
of
with ice cream every day for
eight cents! This provocative seventeen, is doing graduate White Wasp. A bargain, it was
at Pacific while his mistress purchased three years ago at
statement comes from a former work
attends classes at S. J. C.
Pinecrest for six dollars. The
U. of Hawaii student who is see
The brakes squeak and the White Wasp will buzz at 63 per
ing the world from the deck of radiator has to be filled every when the wind blows in the right
a Greek freighter. Strawberry day, the tires are patched and direction, and registers up to 21
shortcake. Ice cream!
the horn is an old-fashioned miles to a gallon of gas. Ada
'ooga" instead of sophisticated mina has just finished painting
Turn About
if" again;
9 0"9 in • it's
it'o all
oil t*71-*it-/-,
af
white now. Ajax
Now the students are asking beep"—but Buster is still in fine it
fettle
(He
does
35
m.
p.
h.)
graduates
a
master
mechanic,
the teachers questions in the
having spent the greater part of
Hawaiian version of the Infor HOGAN'S "CAR"
For contrast, note Claude Ho- his college education working on
mation Please program. Twentyfive questions will be fired at a gan's cherished bit of senility-* his car.
the "Whirling Dervish," which MINUS ONE TIRE
board of five experts.
.
must have seen more than one
Standing next to the White
whirl in its illustrious past. This Wasp in Rho Lambda Phi's park
1926 Chewy sedan is the typical ing area is the Red Devil, six
—Photo by Woodruff
rattletrap. There are no handles years younger, nineteen dollars
Congratulations
on two of the doors. Of course costlier than its neighbor. Now
Above are IRVINE SPRAGUE and TOM BO WE, busithis doesn't impair its motoring Evan Evans' vehicle is just stand ness managers of the PACIFIC WEEKLY and the Naranefficiency.
ing—for want of a right front ado respectively. They will hold office for the scholas
ENLISTED WHAT?
tire. The company of Adamina tic year, 1940-'41.
Glass has left one of the head and Evans owns two cars, but
lights of the Whirling Dirvish, only seven tires!
possesses a spare tire and real,
Mozart's comic opera, "Abduc
but the bulb is there and maybe AN ARISTOCRAT
unbroken windows.
tion
From the Harem," will be
it works. The windshield, which
The '24 Dodge registered to
Another cute little number be presented in its entirety for the
hasn't been washed for the past Tom Miller is the car with the
eight times that the car has been most decorative paint job, very longs to Bill Nichley. His black first time in the U. S. by the
to the service station, is adorned patriotic. Fenders are red, body heap of tin with red wheels is in music department of the Univer
with an Omega Phi Alpha em white, top blue. An aristocrat, it fragile health and must be treated sity of Michigan.
with care lest it fall apart. A
light coupe, it could probably
hold two passengers without ill
effects. The upholstery in this
THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE
1925 Chevrolet is a faded carpet,
while the radiator body is con
spicuous by its absence.
Producers and Distribu
CRANKS IT
tors of the finest in
Another one of us iucky indi
viduals (forty cents state regis
Dairy Products
tration tax) is George Robinson,
whose topless '26 Ford roadster
To The New
Phone
is a pulchritudinous gem. You
have to crank it, but once moving
6-6916

Will the Campus Jaloppy Ever
Leave the Collegiate Picture? No!
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HOLDEN
DRUG
COMPANY
Dan Morrison, Proprietor
Weber and Sutter
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For Refreshment and Fellowship

6.95
All Genuine White Buck . . .

8.95

THE UJOriDER
WW.*-1—

STOCKTON

!

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

Where Old & New Friends Meet"

rS

\

la in new
rings to j
>n's slack

12.50 to 25.00

Slacks

For Refreshment and Fellowship

5.00 to 8.50
I

COMPLETE and SNAPPY

THE CUB HOUSE

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service

Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

TRY Ufil — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOB
THEMSELVES!

Where Old & New Friends Meet"

Through Our Capable Campus Representatives

National Towel & Laundrv Co,

»« TU- «... LAUNIMER15B8 — DRV CLEANERS
m N. Wilson Way
^
Phon, 4-lflSi

SLACKS

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

Gabardines,

flannels,

Bed

ford cords, cavalry twills.

"Where the Food Is Always Good"

$5 to $12.50
SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

Bravo & McKeegan
'

313 E. MAIN
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stations,

and
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ssrrr
$292.00. A deposit of $25.00 is
required when reservation is
made. Final payment is due in
two weeks.
Tour stops will be made at
Nogales, Navajoa, San Bias
Mazatlan, Guadalajara, Oaxaca.
Mexico City and many 0£
places of interest.
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Racing in Baxter

State College owns a
Zt section Of Douglas fir, Pacific's Baxter Stadium was
Kd to be one of the mythi- the scene of a super thrill show
I paul Bunyan's poker chips. on the evening of May 31

Midget automobiles and motor
cycles in racing events were pre
sented there to a large audience.
Old automobiles were rolled over
and also driven through blazing
fences.

•fc»«SLL?i
WorS*^
to to"«

Fage

Dedicated: Class of '40

j

and Sabiston Versus Umipeg

RZS I
S ""'"Is I

SINGLES

• •»
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Equine Pride
"Mistah, ah don't like dis hoss
yo'all done sold me. He won't
hold his head up."
1hat s because he's proud,
Rastus. He'll hold his head up
when you get him paid for."
—Rural Press.

MEET THE GANG

Pi Gammas
Will Gather
for Feed

By BUFOIII) BUSH
This, the revolution of a feature writer, is dedicated
to the Class of 1949.
Bach year a gang like yourselves stalks majestically
across the graduation, stage, while we who remain send
flowers, Congrats and shed tears over replacing such
sterling campus characters,^
queens, politicos, and intellects. the Moore-McCormack Lines,
National President
KPITATH
from the wisdom of his conser
Just like "Born 1919 —Died vative years and safety bulwark
Will Be Speaker
ed by your life, neatly sells you
1940." We don't like it J
at Public Banquet
So this is "Leap the Trolley" down the river thusly, "There
Year. We send the usual paeans is evidence that we are spawn
Members of
ing a new kind of American—
Pi Gamma Mu, and presents.
This is no time to chin-chittle a youth who is afraid t0 fieht"
SiT
™ about replacement. Quit y'r CHALLENGE
Percnance one of you will
foolin' us! Pacific has recovered
Tuesday, WlftS.
from several graduations with challenge the belief that the
Sr,""
»»'">"»>
out dry docking. Let's chat-not world will become adjusted eco
about your replacement but nomically and socially by "plow
RESERVATIONS
about your displacement. It has ing under" the remains of every
us and our future worried. The other generation.
The dinner will be held in An- effectiveness of your ripples in
Are you dead to dissention?
the "ole swimmin' hole" of the Is there no dissenter, no front
6 p-m-Th"
SrwSt."
quet will be open to the public world.
line fighter for the right to
live? Remember that the world
Reservations must be made by IN THE WORLD
still needs comedians — fellows
Une 10 311(1 the cost
It's true!—When you reach the
will" be
KJ' 7^
win
77 cents,' including the other side of that stage you're with a sense of humor, un
touched by fame but touching
smack in the midst of displacing
Local president of Pi Gamma your weight in the world. The lightly all with laughter; still
Mu is Bette Barth, and Dr. Mal- bigger your accomplishments needs the power of group press
ure as a defense against "jungle
R° HI «'• Elselen is secretary. the greater your displacement. law" and "jingoism"; still needs
oth officers are concerned with It's a fact! Displacing what?
thinkers, planners, builders and
Dr. Patterson's visit as this will Listen! With the world rocking dreamers in the fight against
be the first appearance of any on its heels—ineffectual, inade fear and bewilderment.
national officer on the Pacific quate and indecisive, full of in NO FUTURE?
equality, injustice and instabil
campus since 1930.
Feature or baccalaureate serv
ity, and insecurity and plenty ice—every individual has a pres
SCHOLAR
"in-arms" — there's plenty of ent but few will have a future
room to swing a husky club and unless leaders rise to protect it.
Dr. Patterson is a distin knock a few "ins" out.
Accept our present — the chal
guished scholar, a very accurate
Why should we say to Ernie
and interesting writer, and an (patting approvingly on the lenge of building for our future!
unusually eloquent speaker. He head), "You were the head of a What's your epitath? 1919-1940
has recently been elected a fel capable student government" ? or 1940 ?
So Long, "40"! Start some
low of the American Association Why not say to Ernie (patting
for the Advancement of Science. vigorously on the other end), potent promotin'!
o
He is a leader in the American "Some people are greater than
Economic Association, the Amer the grooves that society would Advice to Women ....
Never make dates with a biol
ican Academy of Political and slide them into. Must you par
Social Science, and the American rot the battle cry of mediocrity? ogy student—they enjoy cutting
Got nerve to substitute "Why" up too much.
Education Association.
Watch out for debate students
and stride out to find out?"
This is an era of quick change, —they usually have a good line.
Don't date a track man—he's
with leadership that takes liber
FOUR-HOUR
ties with your scalp. Take Com too fast.
—Highlander.
mander Robert C. Lee, V. P., of
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Technology
Profs Are
Co-Authors

LEAVING

Professors Herbert E. Welch
and George Eby of the Depart
ment of Technology in Stockton
Junior College are the authors
with Mr. Herbert M. Watson of
Berkeley of a new text book en
titled "Understanding Radio."
The McGraw-Hill Book Company
has announced the publication for
this month. The book covers
basic radio circuits and principles
from wave motion through the
use of d- c. and a. c. tubes, to
power supplies and speakers.
The work is developed for the
needs of semi-professional stu
dents preparing to be operators
and technicians in the many fields
for which radio is basic, such as
operators in commercial radio,
picture transmission, audio-sound
technicians, public address equip
ment, and home radio servicing.
The book will be used exten
sively in the vocational work in
Stockton Juhior College.
o

MITCHELL
HONORED

,ClF|C

WEEKLY, THURSDAY, J LLE_

A photography course for
both beginners and advanced
camera fans will be offered at
the College of the Pacific sum
mer session by Dr. Clarence Lar
son. Both standard and special
ized techniques will be given
according to the ability of the
students. Some work will prob
ably be given in color photog
raphy. Either two or four units
may be earned.
—o-—;

A most unusual opportunity
for those who would gain an un
derstanding of color and how to
use it is offered by the Haggin
Art Galleries and Museum in
Stockton in the announcement
that this morning the first of
three sessions of a "color clinic"
will be held in the museum's low
er floor lecture hall.
A small fee is to be charged,
and one session is to be held each
Thursday morning for a period of
three weeks. Full information
can be had by writing the mu
seum in Stockton or by dialing

Not So Bad Now . . . • 2-4116.
Doctor: "Ma'am, I must say 1

DR. HAROLD S. JACOBY
leaves Pacific this month. He
will teacli sociology at the Uni
versity of Connecticut this sum
mer. While preparing his book
for publication, he will study at
the University of Pennsylvania
and represent the College of the
Pacific at the bicentennial cele
bration at Pennsylvania. He will
return to Pacific for the spring
semester.

novels in their first editions, va
rious informal photographs of the
writer, original manuscripts of
Ruth Comfort Mitchell, daugh some of her stories, and original
ter of a San Francisco Vigilante letters of appreciation from noted
of the early days, and in her own persons.
o
right one of America's best be
The average freshman male at
loved novelists, is honored in an
interesting display at the Hag- the University of Toledo is six
inches taller and 20 pounds
gin Museum.
The display includes a number heavier than his average fern
of Miss Mitchell's best known inine classmate.

Voorhees Wi n s
Scholarship

Color Clinic
Begins

Shoof for Credit,
Camera Fans!

don't like the looks of your hus
band!"
She: "Well, you see, Doc, he
didn't look like that when I mar
ried him, and now I've sort of
gotten used to him."
—Rural Press.
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Keep Looking Your Best!
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Rent a

TYPEWRITER

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

ADVERTISERS

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
COMPLETE CAKE,
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN

STOCKTON
TYPEWRITER
COMPANY

ISO E. Market

SUPPORT WEEKLY

BOB'S

$1.50 PER MONTH
(Latest Models Slightly
higher)
All New Portables Sold
75c and $1.00 Per Weelt
"NO INTEREST OR
CARRYING CHARGE*

Open Evenings and All Day
Sunday.

Ph. 2-8514

To the Students of the

Stockton Junior College

TRY THE—

Forty-Nine Drug Co.
Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

For

College of the Pacific and

They Support You!

ON PACIFIC AVE.

better

business

CHINESE, AMERICAN
BUNCHES — DINNERS

positions

H U M P H R E Y S

"The Taste Will Tell"

(Since 1896)

School of Business

Ph. 3-0451

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber ..Stockton

CORSAGES?
TRY THE

FARMS

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

Supply Milk
for the

Fighting Tigers

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

OFFICE:

\ V

602 S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
W. H. MORRIS, Mgr.

2014 Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

In this, the last issue of the Pacific Weekly for the
Term, 1939-40.
We wish to express our appreciation for your
patronage, you have been very fine and thoughtful
and it has been a pleasure to serve you this year,
and may you each have a restful vacation and re
turn next fall for another year of successful school
work.

CWHESg
KfRSWH

For Sundaes - It's BLEWETT'S
Ft esh Strawberry Sundae Our Specialty

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 9-5)017

i

2017 PACIFIC
AVENUE

and

ICE CREAM
PHONE 2-2830

•

FRESH FLAVORS
DAILY

309 First National Bank Building
Stockton, Calif,

EL DORADO MEAT MARKET

TO THE WISE BUYER—

We invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler in Stockton.

NIELSEN BROTHERS

31 N. Ei Dorado

DELICIOUS
FROSTED MALTS

pa, 5-5013

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

WE DELIVER

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

FRIEDBERGER'S

Featuring

TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED
339 East Main Street

JEWELERS

BOSTONIAN
Fit Right — Feel Right
. . They're Walk-Fitted

DUNNE
SHOE CO.
330 E. Main St.

SIBLEY E. BUSH
2302 Pacific Avenue

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE
Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP
Campus

Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

V alma-mater ^
JS

Frid^y

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

others. ^

5.00 to 8.50
I

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

Where Old & New Friends Meet'

COMPLETE and SNAPPY
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
Through Our Capable Campus Representatives
TRY TJ8i — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOR
THEMSELVES!

National Towel & Laundry Go.

9S!S N 1X711

I AJLNI)ERERS

#M N. Wilson Way

— DRY CLEANERS

Ph0ns 4^095

r
\

'
'

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
Where the Food Is Always Good"

SLACKS
Gabardines, flannels, Bed
ford cords, cavalry twills.

$5 to $12.50

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

Bravo & McKeegan
313 E. MAIN
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Starting with a Model T, Talbot
has used twenty-six Fords and
it can do thirty per in a twenty(Continued from page 8)

*VTO\r 1LONG
CLAYTON
Music Critic

V0,CH
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time for the last performThe
0f the finale to the "PaSuite" by Ketchmeifyou*JS •* JJjf, the once-famous glass
ed bgton wielder, and an underNJv* Cding as to the exact identity
r^jje famous Venetian sixtyth chord with closed slats,
lapidated thirty-second,
dismbered twenty-seventh, con
doned nineteenth, streptococrthirteenth, vacuumed seventh,
fbotaged fifth, blitzkrieged
rth, withered third, and mu'.iied second, plus a tap-root—all
which was reportedly disorC l e *Ne
,ized by the Conservatory
0
At ; jty at a secret rendezvous in
^tice-room "P" for Pacific—
ould seem most appropriate for
•his last edition.
gUt let's join Gates and retrogflgCtfltC I
"jfjst of all, this year in the
found an overrnservatory
buiidance of femininity, which
a.
aS not, according to some, in
le least objectionable. But most
Important is the fact that this
f,s been a year of growth for
,11 concerned—a year of more
ndst-concerts,
more recitals,
ore large-scale concerts involvwide varieties of musicThus, a warm, delUps.
liked milk-toast to Dean J. G.
ott and Co.!
Direct<

° U 'S

6 LUXP

^IERS
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With tearful heart and bloody
,e seven seniors will sing and
lay upon their last heart-strings
,r the alma-mater a week from
lis Friday night at 8 o'clock
june 14th). And Professor Goron and his sixty bandsters have
m more jobs to do—the junior
id senior college graduations.
jkis (we shudder with sorrow)
nil be the last of another year
lor some, but (we collapse from
irief) the last of the last year
or others.
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• • Theyre Walk-Fitted

•^™-S,HRR' "HE.N'

Among the many jaloppies to be found periodical

he a]M*ve selected are gems of their
kind
In tho '
UP^®* eft is Claude Hogan's "Whirling.
Dervish " TT
Dervish. Upper right is Dave Brubeck's "Silver Streak "

ZTl S?

IW "IU»
•
ilgert s 25 Chewy. Lower left is Bill Nichley's

^TAM :HE RR VLNT^E- ^^HT ClaSSiCS
o t tthem
h e ^ all,
u Henry
u
of
Ford.

SIBLEY E. BUSH

J. C. PREXY
SPEAKS
IN TEXAS
President Dwayne Orton of
Stockton Junior College has been
invited by Dean J. M. Gordon of
Texas
Technological
College,
Lubbock, Texas, to conduct a con
ference on educational guidance
during the first week in July,
1940. The local educator will pre
sent two lectures to public school
teachers attending the summer
session of the college and will
conduct some conferences with
members of the college faculty.
Texas Technological College is
a college of Liberal Arts and En
gineering with an enrollment of
3400 students drawn from the
northwest area of the state.
The Conference will consider
organization and procedures of
educational and vocational guid
ance. '

I TT

CHO R N
CONCERT

•

VALLEY
FLORAL CO. Sculpture
oming

Arrangements are being com
pleted for the first sculpture
how the Haggin Gallery-museum
ias held in a number of years,
lie display will be in place about
he 10th of June, and will be
hown for two or three weeks.
Among the works to be shown
-re "Mexican Water Carrier" by
Portia Cline, "Nude" by Ralph
Peplew, "Flotsam" b y D o r i s
Sines, "New Born Fawn" by
Ruth Cravath, "Dancing Couple"
by Fay Eiseman.

Graduates!

Pacif'c

Graduation announcements are
still available in the College
Rook store. A limited number
We on hand, so first come first

448 West Frej"* served.
Phone 8-8613
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by the

seventeen assorted cars. And,
the thing usually runs! Betty
can be viewed daily from 8:00
a. m. to 5:00 p. m. at Pacifk
Avenue and Stadium Drive,
across from Manor Hall.
FACULTY, TOO
The faculty also owns museum
relics. Dean Jim Corson's Dodge
was new in 1928; likewise Comp
troller O. H. RitteFs tan and
brown number made its appear
ance that same generation.
Speaking of senility, have you
seen Doc. Arnold's antiquated
piece of mechanism, a cross be
tween a horse and a truck,
parked out by Weber Hall?
Bill Becker, planning to be
married, recently got rid of his
liability—sold it to a second-hand
man, who in turn says he will
probably make more profit by
selling other parts separately!
More youthful members of the
jaloppy squad are Biddick's black
Ford roadster, Brubeck's "Silver
Streak," and Bishop's pink and
blue affair with the plaid ging
ham upholstery.
As long as college students are
and automobiles run, the collegi
ate jallopy will be a part of the
campus scene. Long "life" to it!

greatest

"—Photos by Woodruff

In haste: A clear, crisp ta-da
) Jack Holmes and the Stockton
nphony Orchestra for their
isolutely charming and profesional-like ballet event on Monweek ago; to Euvelle
ike" Enderlin of Phi Mu
ipha, who is the champ of the
E- Main St.
•nt tourney played off by that
inspicuous aggregation of teni-harks; to the Pacific Marchlig Band which took first place
i a Jackson parade last Sun|iay; and to the future which
imises tljat the Stockton MuMM Pacific Attorn
Club is working hard these
lys to bring to this fair city
art fall a lot of world-recog
SMILING SHELL nized
artists; and to Professor
Under the direction of J. Rus
. R. Bodley and the A Cappella
SERVICE
Choir for its Home Concert, a sell Bodley, Pacific's A Cappella
Choir presented its annual home
beauteous event.
*
*
*
concert last Tuesday evening, as
Lubrication Bj
sisted
by the Stockton High
But
now
we
must
all
face
y "Chopper" Cooper
ciusic of a different sort—the School brass choir..
Feature of the evening was the
TNAL music of the year. To
reservoir" and sanctuary mush first presentation of an original
'ou all a fond and congenial "au ballad by Vincent Peck, "My
Love Is Coming O'er the Hill.
ior listening to dischord.
o

DUNNE
SHOE CO,

tUrnCd

mile zone as well as the next
one.
Oh say, have you seen Jane
Jordan's immortal "Duchess," a
'27 Buick coupe inherited four
years ago upon graduation from
high school? It is the pride and
joy of Epsilon. Only serious mis
hap was a collision with a Coca
Cola truck. Miss Jordan agrees
with the writer that "the Buick
is a wonderful car."
SQUARE AND NOISY
That green square box with a
motor and wheels which is
parked by Weber Hall belongs to
Walt Gilgert. It is a 1925 Chevvy, and with each succeeding
year the noise improves. Now
Walt and his friends are seriously
considering the purchase of ear
phones. The motor drowns out
the conversation, while "It gets
you there," Gilgert argues.
QUITE A CHARACTER!
Orwin Talbot's jaloppy is his
hobby. For the last three years
he has been adding and subtract
ing parts until now he has ex
actly forty-three different cars
all combined into one. "Betty"—
more, cultured and refined than
Lizzy—was originally a Ford.

Chapel Service
Theme Is M emoriam
Fitting tribute to members of
the Pacific family who have died
was paid a week ago Tuesday
when a memorial service was held
in college chapel. Members of
the Stockton Junior College and
the College of the Pacific, as well
as those of the alumni, were re
called to mind in an act of rememberanee by Dean Opal Berg
Fenix and Doctor George Colliver.
President Orton of the Junior
College and President Knoles of
the College of the Pacific then
spoke to the audience in memory
of those who have passed on dur
ing the last year of school.
Special organ music by Pro
fessor Allan Bacon and a vocal
solo by Miss Frances Bowerman
completed the service. The A
Cappella choir also contributed
an appropriate musical selection
—o

Cheap Timer
Invented

Invention of a mechanical
timer and place picker for track
meets, already tested success
fully in the recent California col
legiate meet at Fresno, was an
nounced by H. C. Burbridge,
Fresno State College physics de
partment head.
The device, with finishing
gates, picks the order of each
athlete at the end of a race and
records the individual times to
one-hundredth of a second. It
is reputed to be only a fifth as
expensive as the photoelectricDr. Tully C. Knoles spoke be cell timers.
o
fore the International Convention
of the King's Daughtes and Sons
The University of Vermont in
at the First Presbyterian Church
in Oakland last Tuesday night. 1941 will celebrate the sesquicenHis topic was "Youth in the tennial anniversary of its found
ing.
Church Today."

"Youth" Is Topic

HEADQUARTERS for
JANTZEN Swim Trunks
SPALDING Tennis Equipment
EQUIPMENT FOR ALL SPORTS

YOLLAND S. JOHNSON
"Your Sporting Goods House*
312 E. Weber Ave.

'

Bravo & McKeegan's
the place for

SLACKS
and.

JACKETS

Gabardine SLACKS
Tweed SLACKS
Flannel SLACKS
Tropical Worsted SLACKS
SPORT COATS
LEISURE JACKETS.

tool

7.95 to 10.00
5.00 to 10.00
5.95 to 14.50
6.50
15.00 to 25.00
3.50 to 6.50

BSFT/5 & M«KII§AT*
for men — f o r boys

111-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

I
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Miller Is
Urttpl Sparta
BOB
Nat'l. J. C.
Champ
Nine
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Jaysee Letters

Accept
Awards

CONAWAY, Editor

Fourteen TIGERS T
^r„ Letters

Cub Miler Sets New
Mark as L. A. C. C. Wins

By virtue of a 59-second final
lap, Wes IVpller won the coveted
title of national jaysee mile
champ, set a new meet record,
and scored ten points for Stock
ton J. C. at the national junior
college meet held last Saturday
at Modesto.
4:22.1 MILE
The mile ace was boxed on the
first lap; thereafter runners
Wayne Cardwell from Trinidad,
Colorado, and Gabe Sasarez of
L. A. C. C. kept him from pass
ing by sprinting, thus holding
Miller in third position. His
times for each lap were quarter,
67; half, 2:13; 1320, 3:23; mile,
4:22.1.
Miller's defeat 'of Casarez was
sweet revenge, for it was the
southern boy who maintained his
lead over Wes in the medley re
lay at the Fresno Relays.
Other Cub entrants in the
meet were Don Sullivan,
who could find himself for
a throw of only 129 feet,
eighth place. Charlie Blackwell and John Brown placed
fifth and sixth in different
trial heats of the quartermile dash.
L. A. WINS
The meet was won by Los An
geles City College with a point
total of 77%, following were
Compton—last year's winner,
Sacramento, Modesto, San Ma
teo, Salinas, Pasadena, Trinidad,
Visalia, Phoenix, Glendale, Stock
ton, San Bernardino, Placer,
Santa Anna, and Taft.
Outstanding performers were
Miller in the mile, Davis, who
equaled his jaysee marks in both
sprints, Merritt and Thompson in
the weights, Backus and Bugbee
in the broad jump, Funston in the
half, Sullivan and Phillips in the
hurdles, and Berekoff and Means
in the pole vault.
BIDS ENTERED
Denver, Modesto, Visalia, Taft
and Fresno entered bids for next
year's event, with the Colorado
city ruling a slight favorite be
cause of its central location.

The recent "thrill circus'
which performed in Baxter Sta
dium offers an interesting- news
angle.
PERSONAL WORK
For three years Coach Earl
Jackson has been personally de
veloping the oval in Baxter Sta
dium.
Many times he has
scraped the track, using his own
auto—a duty which is certainly
not required of him. Many track
men have aided in a similar
manner.
One hundred and fifty dol
lars for labor and fifty dol
lars for sand have been
spent in banking the track,
obtaining a dirt mixture
easy on running legs, and
yet of sufficient hardness to
resist the heavy spring
showers. This was accom
plished by blanketing the
"hard-pan" with a threeinch mixture of sand and
loam.
MUD PIES!!
Wednesday afternoon found
the "thrill" crew on hand, wet
ting-down the track. Before the
actual races had begun, their
crew had driven a heavily-laden
truck over the very wet track,
digging ruts through the "carpet-dirt."
The actual racing events threw
many feet of this top layer of
dirt to the outside of the track,
packed the remaining so hard
that it loses all resiliency. In
addition, Wes Miller, national
jaysee mile champ, was incon
venienced in his training, due to
the wet track, for two very im
portant days prior to the national
meet.
DOUBLE TROUBLE
The loss here was two-fold. In
the first place, it is doubtful if
any rental of the stadium can
compensate for the time, money,
and effort spent to improve the
track, one of the finest in north
ern California.
Secondly, it
hampered the workouts of the
outstanding freshman miler in
NINE RACQUET
the country.
Does Comptroller Ritter
WIELPERS
actually believe that he got
a bargain in the scheduling
GIVEN BLOCKS
of this "circus"? No amount
Concluding the 1940 tennis sea
of profit can accrue from
son Coaches Chris Kjeldsen, Col
this type of mismanagement.
lege of the Pacific mentor, and
'CHARITY' CONTEST
Doug Dashiell, Stockton Junior
Those who candidly approved College coach announced these
of the destruction of the gym awards for 1940.
should particularly support the
Coach Chris Kjeldsen awards
current effort of some to get sweaters to the following men
townspeople interested in the of the Pacific tennis team:
construction of new facilities. Marcello Umipeg, varsity rank
This refers specifically to the ing man, Doug Sabiston, Ian
forthcoming baseball game, the Hutcheon, and Herman Spindt.
proceeds from which will be Coach Kjeldsen will have the
• given to the College.
services of these men next
It is difficult to say what
year as a nucleus for the 1941
further efforts will be directed squad.
toward this end if this first is
Coach Doug Dashiell gives
successful. Those most affected
awards to the following Stock
by the outcome are the students.
ton Junior College netmen:
A sellout would indicate the at
Stewart Browne, ranking man,
titude of the student body.
Bill Hunefeld, Wilfred Trap
NO MORE SPORTS
hagen, Earl Smith, and Farrell
This final issue is the culmi Dedrick. Dedrick will be the only
nation of a year's work. We of
returning letterman for the 1941
the sports staff have attempted season.
to give complete coverage to
every type of athletic endeavor.
If there has been overlooked an Miler Runs With
event or an individual, we are
sorry indeed. Accuracy, all-im Broken Leg!
portant in the journalistic field,
Rico Crosetti ran 600 yards
and a wide scope have been our of a mile race with a broken
ideals; we hope that we have bone in his leg! The Salinas J. C.
somehow climbed toward these ace was running in the medley
goals.
relay at the Fresno Relays when
We salute Editor Phifer, a
the accident occurred, a slight
watchdog of accuracy and an
twitch being all that he felt. He
able counselor in the sports
finished the race in fourth place
field, for his excellent and
and was unaware of his injury
painstaking editorship.
until later.

Three New Records Go
Up on Boards

Fourteen members
undefeated (in dua,

„
Nfi,
la?wis
this morning. Three
cindermen - Fred ?*Si„

CLUBBER

Concluding an altogether sat
isfactory and successful athletic
season, Coach Cliris Kjeldsen will
write finis to Ills coaching year
this morning at assembly wlien
he gives out letter awards to his
Junior College swimming team.

fill

BREAST CHAMP
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lomasini—are the
special blankets; thesS*1' <
Lew Ford also rJ!? ht(* a*
jackets.
Reived ^
•
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FIVE WINS

i

The 1940 aqua-squad following
closely in the footsteps of last
year's team proved to be a wellrounded aggregation studded
with one great swimmer, Ralph
Wright, Pacific Coast Intercol
legiate champion in the 200-yd.
breaststroke.
Chris Kj elds en's proteges
splashed through a difficult
schedule of eight meets, losing
but two—the first to a powerful
San Jose State varsity and the
other to Palo Alto High School.

The squad, stronger .
C
s^on
*, ^
season ST'
of flve contests
every one. jp addtion'**
1C* Tn_
second in the
Far W«F pla«
ference, second in tl rft 1 invitationai (defeating >
State, winners in the
ence), and scored m0roC°n

xr*5* - «
Ml

3 NEW MARKS
Three Junior College records
went by the boards during the
season. Two of these were shat
tered by Ralph Wright who swam
the 200-yd. breaststroke in 2:25.6
and the 100-yd. free style in 58.1.
The remaining new mark was set
by the 400-yd. relay team, a
quartet of four swimmers so
speedy that they lowered the for
mer record by nine seconds. The
team of Hawkins, Mills, Toomay,
and Wright swam the distance in
4:00.1.
First year awards go to the
following swimmers: Ralph
Wright, Jack Toomay, Jack Devoe, Bob Towsely, Warren
Mills, and AI Hawkins; while
Bob Owen, Vic Simpson, and
Ray Gnekow receive secondyear sweaters.
As most of the lettermen are
freshmen, Coach Kjeldsen thinks
the prospects are bright for an
even finer team next year.

GAME °MONEY
GIVEN FOR
NEW GYM
Marking the initial move
to gain funds for the con
struction of a new gymna
sium, there will be a benefit
baseball game at Oak Park
l>etween the Amblers and
Iroquois State league teams,
the entire proceeds of which
will be given to the college.
The game is scheduled for
2:30 p. m. on Saturday, June
15. Team players and the
umpires are giving their
services gratis, with an ad
ditional sum to come from
the profit of the soft-drink
concessions. The contest is
being arranged by John
Lilly, with Al Irwin, Block P
prexy, managing ticket sales
on the campus.
Tickets, costing twentyfive cents, may be purchased
from members of the Block
P society, or down-town
sporting-goods stores.

NO MORE
MURALS
Intramural
announcement:
Inasmuch as the gymnasium
disaster, eliminated the possi
bility of concluding the intra
mural season, the schedule
has been left unfinished. Be
cause of this no official win
ner may be determined. As the
final count stands however
Town is first, Dorm second'
Manor third, Omega Phi fourth
Archania fifth, and Rhizomia
last.
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Coach E. R. Jackson for *
ning the two-mile event
the Coach's best time of m!"'
Tomasini set a
r5
mark of 10:01.1- he ak V
senior college marks for t
half and mile runs th« t

Outstanding in the pole vault
and high jump is genial LEW
FORD, three year letterman on
4:31.1
the track squad. Hereafter he
AWARD-MEN
will continue competition under
I
colors of Sail Francisco's famed
Following is a complete
Olympic Club.
of the men receiving aw,
Fred Bonnifield, Lew Ford, Dai
Gay, Dean Gay, Jack Hanne
Dan Looney, Vic Myers, Cord™
Nelson, Phil Ritchie, Kenn
Rogers, George Tomasini a
manager Jan% Catterall. '

Tracksters
Second at
Sonora

Strongest J. C.
Cinder Team

Coming through with a place
ahead of their arch-rivals of Fres
no State and a place behind the
A record team of ten J.
Olympic Club of San Francisco,
trackmen received letters at
a group of Pacific track stars,
garnered a second place in the award assembly. The squad w»
invitational track and field meet, undefeated in dual and tri&ng
held at Sonora Saturday, May 25, lar competition and placed hi;
in this, its first year in regal
3 FIRST PLACES
junior
college competition.
Those fortunates who place
Second to the balanced Salin
first in the meet are: The lone
Stockton Junior College entry, squad in the "B" confereni
Wes Miller, the "Lindsay Loper, fifth in the Northern Califoni
who broke the tape in the mile J. C. meet, a similar placing
event in 4:31 flat; "Snapper" Bon the J.C. division of the We
nifield of the local State Farm Coast Relays, and a first-pla
competing under the Black and winner at the National J.C. meOrange of COP, however; win miler Wes Miller, .attest to tl
ning the discus at 153 feet, and strength of the cindermen.
Dan "Nutsy" Looney, who beat
Those who received awari
the combined efforts of the Kees
are Charles Blackwell, Johi
ling brothers of Fresno State, to Brown, Bob Conaway, Stanfoi
win the 440 in 51.3.
Cooley, Howard Greenmi
Thrills were provided for the
Francis King, Wesley Millcrowd when Les Steers of the
(captain), Alan Philp, Kai
Olympic Club won the high
Stacy, Don Sullivan, and man
jump with a leap of 6 feet 8
ager Bob Wong.
inches. Npt to be outdone by
o
his teammate, "Dutch" Warnerdam raised a sigh from the
audience as he cleared the pole Track Stars to
vault standards as they stood
at 14 feet 8 inches. In these Vie for Club
events Pacific's pride, "Slicer"
Continuing their track careei
Ford copped a third in the high
pr<
jump, and a tie for second with after the close of the presei
Hoffman of Fresno State at 13 college season, Lew Ford ai
feet 6 inches.
Fred Bonnifield will compete fj
the Olympic Club of San Fra
"TOMMY" BEATEN
For the first time this season cisco. Their competition will I
Galloping George "Tomasini was mainly had in the forthcomii
beaten in his favorite event, the National A. A. U. meet in in
880 Madrid of Fresno State won no the latter part of the monl
in 1:58 flat, with Tomasini second
Bonnifield is leaving toniorrt
and Jack Hanner third. Hanner for the Compton Invitation
also placed third iq the century meet. Competition for the h
which was won by Browning of Pacific stars will come main
the Olympic Club in 9.6.
from within the Club itself. Stt
Beside winning or placing in
inen as Les Steers, Cornell
the meet, each member of this
Warmerdam,
and Phil Fox a
group of six came home with the
bacon literally, in the form of a exceptional performers.
gold watch-chain and penknife as
awards.

Swimming Hours

Sul Ross State Teachers Col
The swimming pool is now op
lege (Alpine, Tex.) has dropped for swimming. See the bulk
intercollegiate football from its board in the Ad. Building
sports program.
hours-

1

is in new | !
|ing:* to|
H's slack |

T

12.50 to 25.00

Slacks

For Refreshment and Fellowship

5.00 to 8.50
I

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

Where Old & New Friends Meet"

COMPLETE and SNAPPY
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
Through Our Capable Campus Representatives
TRY US', — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK ; FOR
THEMSELVES!

National Towel & Laundry Co.

«, v
LAUNDEBERS — DRY CLEANERS
W5 N. Wilson Way
Phono 4-1605

SLACKS

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

Gabardines, flannels, Bed
ford cords, cavalry twills.

Where the Food Is Always Good"

$5 to $12.50
SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

Bravo & McKeegai
I

313 E. MAIN

I

Y,

